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Sports & Recreation

Product Code: DRUM SA
Application:
Drumsticks not included.

Drum Stick Adapter

� The Drum Stick Adapter provides a unique 
design, which allows the stick to not only 
pivot but pivot under an adjustable tension 
load. This feature enables the drummer to 
create spontaneous “drum rolls” and other 
drumming techniques.

� Drumstick and adapter require simple modi-
fication. T  sends complete instructions.

� The drum stic  is held firmly in place with a 
set screw.

Guitar Pick Adapter
Product Code:  GUITAR PA
Features:
Picks not included.
� Applies to most all upper limb conditions.
� Passive (no cable required).
� T  has developed a simple  hi hly ad ust-

able, prosthetic, guitar pick adapter. The 
Guitar Pick Adapter is constructed so as 

to be mounted close to the distal end of the 
prosthesis. Can also be mounted directly to 
a roll-on locking liner. Call for more info.

� The Guitar Pick Adapter will readily accept 
any pick. The pick is securely held in place 
with set screws. The Adapter has a lockable 
ball and socket component allowing for the 
pick to be adjusted to any suitable playing 
position.

SPECIFICATIONS

Weight: 3 oz.  (85 gm.)

Color: Black and aluminum.

Violin Bow Adapter 2

Product Code: VIOLIN 2
Application:
Violin bow not included.

� Violin 2 more advanced model. Bow pivots 
easily duplicating natural wrist action and 
conrol.

� Most all upper limb conditions.
� 1 2 in. diameter threaded stud fits any A 

made wrist units.

SPECIFICATIONS
Weight: 4.5 oz.  (128 gm.)
Color: Black only.

SPECIFICATIONS
Weight: Approximately 5 oz.  (142 gm.)

Color: White plastic/black aluminum.

� 1 2 in. diameter threaded stud fits any A 
made wrist units.

� Passive. No cable required.
NOTE: This product cannot be returned for 
credit or reim ursement if modified.

“L” Code: L6704

� 1 2 in. diameter threaded stud fits any A 
made wrist units.

“L” Code: L6704

� Passive, no cable required. 
� The T  prosthetic Violin Bow Adapt-

er 2 uses a lockable ball and socket 
component modified to readily screw 
into any standard prosthesis. The 
Adapter can be adjusted to any angle 
to help ensure optimal playing position 
and technique.

� The ow is held firmly in place with set 
screws.
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